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Good night!
Now the weary rest by right,
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Toil no more till morning light—
Good night!
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Slumber sweet!
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eral satisfaction.
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Give us a trial and judge for yourselves.
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CALIFORNIA ST.,
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I
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hereafter the sum of ten dollars in sil I a fancy to perform any operation of
cellent English Queen Is eminently
I
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1
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and branded, customers furnishing sacks.
HOT OK COI.D BATHS
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On May 21 Harmon P. Peer leaped
boots, nor to tie their dresses back in Dunean, will make regular trips from
Satisfaction guaranteed in all instances.
1 table is also supplied with Eastern periodiJacksonville, Or.*
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XX Jacksonville, Oregon.
HENRY KL1PPEL.
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Consolidation of HODGE, SNELL A CO.,
and T. A. DAVIS A CO.,

J. S. HOWARD’S!
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WOOLEN MAN FACTURING CO.

Which will be sold at Lowest Rates.
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CITY BAKERY AND SALOON,

PHILLIPS’ EXPRESS,
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OWENS & PLYMALE,
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WOOL AND HIDES
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